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PiTRODUCTIOl'l
The

]).'7 c.r kov

process is a method of analyzing the current

movement of Eome variable in an effort to predict the future
movement of this same variable.

.An extensive amount of work has

been done by various mathem,,,,ticians concerning such a process.
Out of this work has come a system of classification for the
states of such a process and numerous

tr~eorems

which have greatly

increased ite effectiveness.
Of particular interest in the following discussion is the
NTarkov chain.

The chain falls into the category of a Markov

process or stochastic process.

The author of this paper has

delved into Eeveral of the works of most capable mathematicians
in order to cbtain information about this Markov chain and its
originator, A. A. Markov.

The paper here offered gives only a

brief outlinE of the Markov chain.
biography of Mr. Markov himself.

-.-

Also included here is a brief
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Chapter I
The modern theory of Markov chains has its origins in
the studies of the Russian mathematician, Andrei Andreevich
r,;~arkov.

Nr. Markov was born in 1856.

The exact location of

his birth is not Imo\Vl1, other than it was in Russia.

Very

little information is available about his ea.rly years or his
parents or family.
In regard to Markov's education, it is knovm. that he
spent the academic grades at the University of Saint Petersburg.
He was appointed ordinary professor by the University in 1886.
A few years later, in 1896, he became an ordina'ry member of
the Academy of Sciences.

The majority of Markov's years at

the University were devoted to research.
The earlier part of his work was devoted to nrunber theory
and analysis.

He made notable contributions to continued

fractions, the limits of integrals, the approximation theory,
and the convergence of series.
trated on Ilrobabili ty theory.

After about 1900, ITarkov concenUsing fairly general ass"Lli'Tlptions,

he proved the central limit theorem, which states the asymptotically normal di2tribution of the sum of a large number of
independent random variables.
the Gaussian distribution.

This distribution is often called

3
In 1906-1907, I,-r.
dependent variables.

L'~arkov

turned to the

stud~T

of mutually

In this research, he introduced the notion

of chained events, aYLd worked with the concept of chain dependence.
These chaiy,_s have become knovrn as "Juarkov ch,:3-ins" and will be
the topic of the following paper.

The initial research was done

by Titr. Markov in an attempt to describe mathematically the
·
physica1 phenomenon kn own as BrOVml8Jl
mo t'lone 1

In working in

this a.rea, 11arkov did the ba.sic pioneering work on the class of
l\'Tarkov processes used in mathematics today.
Of

~:~arkov'

had a son.

His son, named Andrey Andreyevich T\C8rkov Jr., was

born in 1903.
j'~arkov

s later life, it is knovvn that he married and

Following in his father's footsteps, the younger

also became a mathernatic:iB.n.

concerYLing
systems.

topolo~J,

He has contributed rese2.rch

topoloGical algebra cmd the theory of

d~mamic

He also proved the impossibility of solvine some

problems of the associative system theory and also problems of
integral matrices. 2
Bott. father and son have macle nlllnerous contributions to
the field of mathematics.

The elder Markov contributed the class

lIn 1828, an English botanist, H. Brovvn noticed that fine
particles Ftu:'pended in liquid move chaotically, incessantly
changing their direction of motion. It was hypothesized that
various qUEstions about this motion could be answered by using
the tools and theory of mathematics.
2Enc;rclopedie. of Russia and the Soviet Union, ed. by
T,cichael T. Florishy (;,':cG-raw-Hill, 1961), p. 332.
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of Markov processes and the younger his research in topology,
The elder r,rarkov d.ied in 1922, having extended several classical
results cor.cerning independent events to certain types of chains.
This work is one of the starting points of the modern theory of
stochastic processes.
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Chapter II
In considering the outcome of any experiment, we must
look at the various trials involved.

Frequently we encounter

an outcome to one experiYTlent which is completely independent
of all previous outcomes.

AJ'lOther possi bili ty would be an

eXI)eriment in which a certain trial is derenaent upon all of the
previous trials.

The third possibility and that with which we

are concerned, is one where the nth trial is deI)endent upon only
the n_l st trial and is completely independent of the first n-2
trials.

Cases of this type are classified as "Markov chains."
Let us define a

n~'farkov

chain."

Consider an experiment

such that its sequence of trials have outcomes, El , E2 , ••• , Ea'
This set of outcomes has the property that the probability of
the nth trial of the experiment resulting in outcome

Ek

is

dependen t on the outcome of, at most, the n-l st trial, E..
J

to each pair

(E.,
E.)
J-.K.

Thus

there corres})onds a. conditional probability

Pjk such that given E.J has occurred, the next trial will result
in ~
"Instead of saying 'the nth trial results in E1c, , we
shall say that at time n the system is in state
4c 0tt3 rrhis

.

sequence of trials with outcomes

~, ~,

. .. ,

Ea

is called a

3Willian Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory
and Its Applications (Yew York: John Wiley & Sons, 1957), I,

--

p. 3400
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Markov chain (with constant transition probabilities) if the
probabilities of sample spaces are defined by:
P(E. , E. , E. , ••• , E. )
JO
Jl
J2
In

=

(a. )(P . . )(P. J. ) ••• (P .
J.)
Jn-l n
JO
JOJI
Jl 2

in terms of an initial probability distribution

(ak )

for the

states at time 0, and fixed conditional probabilities

of

E1c,

given that

Ej

has occurred at the preceding trial.

It is

more convenient to call these chains simply "l'larkov chains" and
this terminology shall be used from this point.

The words "with

constant transition probabilities" are used in standard terminology
due to the fact that in more general Narkov chains, the transition
probabilities may be Ciependent upon which trial is involved.
this definition the term Itstate n is used.

In

This term, borrowed

from the science of physics, is simply the condition of the
process at a given instance.

Let us consider an example (1) where

the "staten of the accident record of an individual auto driver
might be defined according to the cumulative total number of
accidents appearing in that record.

If the record shows

k

accidents, then let the record be in the state designated as "Sku.
A tlstate" need not be defined in a.rithmetic terms, however.

In

a given instance, the exact fashion in which the states are defined
will determine the specific characteristics of the process with
which associ8ted and may determine whether or not the procef;s is
or is not a Harkov chain. 4

--

4xen:1.eth L. ~,~cIntosh, "An Introduction to Finite Markov
Chains, n Casualty Actuarial Society paper.
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is called the probability

The conditional probability

~ ~ , that is, from state E j
to state ~.
j
These transition probabilities Pjk may be arranged in a matrix

of the transi tion

E

of transitional probabilities.
I'll
P 2l
l' =

1'13 • ••
1'23
1'33 • • •

1'12
1'22
1'32

1'31

·..

1'3a

•

•

•
Pal

PIa
1'2a

•
1'aa

• • ••
Pa3

•
1'a2

·..

A Markov chain has several properties which can be
determined by examining this matrix of transition probabilities.
l'

is clearly a square matrix.

elements, since

Also

l'

consists of non-negative

for all j and k.

Pjk ~ 0

Thirdly, the row

()...

sums are eq.ual to unity, since

2:
P Ok
k~1. J

= 1

for all j •

Thus

l'

is a stoch:::.stic, or Markov, matrix since it meets the above
mentioned conditions.

Any stochastic matrix can serve as a

matrix of tra."lsi tion probabilities.
our ini tial distribution

(~)

Such a matrix together with

completely defines a I\;arkov chain

wi th stateE;

El , E2 , ••• , Ea •
We might consider eXEL"'1lple (2) to see how this matrix of

transi tion probabilities is determined.
slot machines.

A man is pla;ying two

The first machine pays off with probability ~. ,

the second with probability

1

If he loses, he plays the same
4 •
machine a.,?;8.in; if he wins, he swi tches to the other machine. The
transition matrix is

p

=(t

n

--

8

We see that this matrix m'2ets the properties mentioned a"ove and
thus it' a stochastic matrix. 5
In the above case, we have considered only a one-step
transition.

l¥e can also have a two or more step transition.

This indicates the number of paths possible of various number
steps to gc from one machine to another.

Let us denote the first

slot-machine as machine A and the second as machine B.

Then a

two-step transition from A to B might be A to A to B or

B to B.

A to

Likewise three, four, or more-step transitions can be

determined.
'lie can also determine the

such possible paths.
is

p~~)

SUI'l

of the probabilities of all

The general symbolism for this probability

This indicates the probability that the transition

goes from a state

E.

J

to the state

~

in n steps.

USing this

idea, we can determine matrices of transition probabilities for
any number

n

of steps.

The next major conpideration in our discussion of rLarkov
chains is that of classification of states and chains.

This

procedure is accompli2hed by conSidering well defined prOI)erties
of various chains.

One of the most important aspects is whether

it is possi hIe to go from one given st8,te to another given state.
One of the first types to be considered is the closed set.
A set

C

of states is closed if no state outside

reached fro::n any state

-

E.

J

in C.

C

can be

Furthermore, the smallest

5Joh1. Kemeny and Laurie Snell, Finite Markov Chains
(Princeton, IT.J.: TI. Van Fostrand Co., Inc., 1960), p. 31.
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closed set containing C is called the closure of C.

A single

state forming a closed set is called an absorbing state.

As an

eXfu"':lple C3), let us consider en experiT'1.en.t having a matrix of
transition probahilities

Then the set

~

would be a closed set and would also be an

absorbing state since no sinGle state other than

~

can be

reached from E2 •
A T"arkov chain is said to be irreducible if there exists
no closed set other than the set of all sets.

This says that a

chain is irreducible if and only if, every state can be reached
from every other state.

The Markov chain of example (1) is an

irreducible chain.
Consider an arbitrary fixed state Ej' where the syetem is
located initially.
return to

f~2)
J

= pC.2.)
JJ

E.

J

-

Then

f~n)
J

is the probability that the first

·
occurs a t t lme
n.

f~l)p .. , and so on.
JJJ

fC.I) -_ p .. anI-I.~
J
JJ
Looking at f~2), we note

ThU8

J

E.

that this means that the probability of a first return to

J

time 2 is the same as the probability that its return to

E.
J

at
is

at time 2 minus the probability that it returned at time 1 and
returned c.gain E:t time 2.

Using thi s BUlle philo:?oyhy, the general

pattern would be
f\n)
J

= p~~)
JJ

_ f~l)u~~-l)
J

~JJ

...

f~n-l)p ..

J

JJ

•
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is the probability that, starting from E j ,

The sum

The state

the system ever returns to

E .•
J

persistent or recurrent if

f. = 1 •
J

L
..,.,=/

transient if
null state if

=0

f.

J

f.

J

=

rj

=

or

fj

J

is said to be

In this case, the mean

00

recurrence time is

E.

6

nf\n)

We call the state

J

<

1.

A state

E.
J

Ej

is a persistent
7
1 , but the mean recurrence time Ij = 0.0.

We can also consider a transient set of states.

This is a set

in which every state can be reached from every other state.

Each

of these states can be left, however.
'{'Ie

next need to introduce the notion of the period of a

state, or a periodic state.
P ~r:-)

=

whenever

n

is said to have

is not divisible by

t> 1

and

is the smallest integer with this property.

return to state
steps.8

JJ

E

j

0

J

period
t

if

E.

The state

t

That is, a

is impossible except, perhaps, in

t,2t,3t, ••.

Persistent states which are neither periodic nor null

states will be called ergodic.

An ergodic state is an element

of an ergodic set, i.e. a set in which every state can be reached
from every other state, but the set cannot be left once it is
6Feller, Probabilj~ty The~, pp. 352-353.

7A.T. Bharucha-Reid, Elements of the Theory of Tt:arkov
Processes and Their Applications O:ew York: FcGraw-Hill Co.,
1960), pp. 15-17.
8

---

Feller, Probability Theory, p. 353.
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entered.

As an example of this type of set, let us consider a

process whose matrix P is such that the system starts in, or at
least enters, at some time, anyone of the states
inclusive.

~

- E4 ,

It thereafter bounces around among the four of them

for as long as the process may be continued.

This set is an

ergodic set, a set which can he entered but once entered cannot
be left.
From our classification of states, we can arrive at a
classification" of Harkov chains.

The first chain which we shall

consider i8 an irreducible Larkov chain.

In such a chain all

states belong to the same class and in each case have the same
period.

Either ,the states are all transi ent, all persi stent

null states or all perSistent non-null ste.tes.

As a re8ul t of

this, it is seen that in a finite lv'larkov chain there

E~re

no

null states, and it is impossi l)le that all states o,re transient.
We shall restrict our discussion to aperiodic (non-periodic)
chains since the formulatione for periodic chain8 are very
involved.

Then the above theorem can be restated:

In an irre-

duci ole aperiodic r.carkov chain either (1) the states 8.re all
transient or null, or (2) all st8.tes are ergodic. 9

As a type of

chain wh,ose states are all traYJ.sie:nt, we have t 1-..e absorbinp; chain.
All

absorbing chain is one which has, at least one absorbing state,

and this absorbing state C8n be re8.c'b ed from eveYlT state.

9Ibid ., p. 356.

There
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are other IOssibilities in this classification too.

In the second

category v{h.ere all states are ergodic, we have an ergodic chain,
a chain in which it is possible to go fron every state to every
other statE'.

In this case we have two possibili ties.

ergodic set is regular, i. e. one v/here some pO\Ner of
no zero elEments, we have a regular !.:arkov chain.

If the
P

contains

If the ergodic

set is cyclic, we have a cycli c };arkov chain, i. e., an ergodic
chain in wl-;ich each state can only be entered at certain periodic
. t erva1 s. 10
l.n

Let us now consider some of the more basic theorems
concerning

~:rarkov

chains.

Of course there are many theorems

covering va.rious as:rects of the }' arkov chain and its use, but
it is virtt.::.al1y impossible to list all such theorems here.
One of the most important theorems concerned VIi th l\Iarkov
chains is the "lICean Ergodic Theorem. u

Before stating this

theorem, we must define the term stationary distribution.

The

probability vector, t, which is uniquely determined for a Markov
chain whose states are ergodic, is called the stationary distribution
of the chain.

Now consider an arbitrary chain where

defined to be

1
n

-~

(v)
LPjk •

v"l

If

E.

J

and

A;~)

belong to the same

irreducible closed set, i.e. the same ergodic set, then

10
Kemeny and Snell, Finite Markov Chains, pp. 36-37.

-

is

13
lim
n~""

A(n)
jk

=

is the stationaXJT probability whenever

where

different proofs of this theorem can be found
11 If E. and
in the resources consulted.
~ belong to
J
(n)
A(n) = 0 for
different closed sets, Pjk = 0 for all n, so
jk

Uk

exif'ts.

~,~anv
,
<'

Also, if

all n.

is a transient state, then

lim A(n)
n-4 00 jk

= 0. 12

In our discussion of finite liTarkov chains, another importan t
theorem to be considered is:

In a finite l\iiarkov chain the

probability of the system's stayine; forever in the transient
states is zero.

The proof of this theorem can also be found in

anyone of several sources.
Earlier in our discussion we deleted the case of periodic
chains.

We can use the various theorems found in relationship

to aperiodic chains to characterize the behaviour of
irreducible periodic chains.

p~~)

in

This process would be much easier

to accomplish having considered the previous material.

This

study of periodic chcdns will not be attempted at this time,
however.
We have dealt with a very tightly restricted group of
Markov chains.

At this time, let us look at the definition of

the general J\;:arkov process.
llBharucha-Reicl, Elements of' the Theory of Iiiarkov Processes,
p. 32.

---
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A sequence of discrete-valued random

varL'!~bles

is a IV:arkov

process if, for every finite collection of inteGers
nr<n , the joint dietribution of

(X

nl

~ ~<

... <

(U )
(n,.,)
n
I ,X -.:::: , ••• , X(n r ) ,X)

is defined in such a way that the conditional probability of the
relation

=x

x(n)

(n )
r

on the hypothesis

••• , X

is identical with the conditional probability of
(n )
r

= xro

X(n)

=X

= xr
on

Xl' ••• , x r ' are
arbi trary r:.umbers for which the hypothesis has a posi ti ve
the single hypothesis

probability.l3
state

xr

X

Here

In simpler terms, this tells us that given the

at time

n r , no additional data concerning states of

the system at previous times can alter the conditional probability
of the state

x

at a future time n.

chains are general Markov processes.

l3Ibido, p. 369.

Thus we see that our JVIarkov
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Chapter III
Yarkov chains have found application in many areaS in
our world today.
and economics.

These areas include physics, sociology, genetics,
One very important use of this Markov process

in the last few years has been as a marketing aid for examining
and predicting consumer behavior in terms of brand loyalty.
The follovling example illustrates how Markov chains can be used
in this area.
Assume that A, B, and C are three dairies and they supply
all of the milk consumed in the town where they are located.

The

consumers switch froffi dairy to dairy because of advertiSing,
dissatisfaction with service, and various other reasons.

To

simplify the mathematics, we shall assume that no old customers
leave the market and no new customers enter the market during the
period under consideration.

All three dairies keep records

concerning the number of their customers and the dairy from
which they obtained each new customer.

Suppose that Table 1 is

the true explanation of trle exchange of customers among the three
dairies for one month.

From it vIe see that a somewhat complex

movement of customers involving all three dairies occurred.

16
Table 1

Dairy

Actual exchanges of customers
June 1
I.oss
Gain
customer

July 1
customer

A

200

60

40

220

B

500

40

50

490

c

300

35

45

290

Each dairy needs details about tne movement in order to do the
best marketing job possible.

This type of inform&tion enables

the dairy to decide if it is spending too much time promoting
new customers and neglecting its old cuetomers or vice versa.
ThiE simple analysis in terms of net gain or net loss of
customers is inadequate for good management.

:More detailed

analysis concerninG the rate of gains from and losses to all
competitors is needed.

The r.:'arkov chain will provide this

needed analysis.
Our first step is to compute transition probabilities for
all three dairies.

For example, from Table 1 we lmow that dairy

BIoses 50 cu.stoaers this month.

Thif' is the SEJile as saying that

it has a probability of .9 of retaining customers.
these transition probabilities.

Table 2 gives
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Table 2
Transi tion Probabilities for Retention of CUEtOI'lerS
Dairy

June 1
customer

Humber
Lost

Retained

Probability
of Retention

A

200

40

160

.8

B

500

50

450

.9

c

300

45

255

.85

l~urnber

Calculation of a corrplete set of these transition probabilities
would require data on the flow of custom.ers among all of the dairies.
Table 3 gives this information.
Table 3

Dairy

Flow of custof(1.ers
Gains
from from from
June 1
customers
C
A
B

to

Losses
to to

A

B

C

July 1
customers

A

200

0

35

25

0

20

20

220

B

500

20

0

20

35

0

15

490

c

300

20

15

0

25

20

0

290

This table allows us to note net gain or loss of each dairy plus
the interrelationship between the gains and losses of customers
by each of the dairies.
The next step is to convert Table 3 into a more concise
form, one where the gains and losses take the form of transition
probabili ties as illustrated in Equation 1.

The rO\l'lS in this

18

matrix show the retention of customers and the gain of customers;
the columns re:;oresent the retention of C1Jstomers and the loss of
customers.
Matrix of trans,i tion probabilities
A

B

C

A

.800

.070

.083

B

.100

.900

.067

C

.100

.030

.850

The columnE of the matrix are read:

Column I indicates that

dairy A retains .800 of its customers, loses .100 of its customers
to dairy B, and loses .100 of its custon:ers to dairy C.
other columns refer to B and C respectively.

The

Row I indicates

that dairy A retains .800 of its customers, gains .070 of B's
customers and gains .083 of C's customers.

Again the other rows

would be read similarly.
A first-order

~~arkovchain

is used which is based upon the

assumption that the probability of the choice this month depends
upon the customers choice last month.

We wish to predict the

market shares of each dairy for future periods.

Assuming the

matrix of transition probabilities remains fairly stable and that
the July 1 market shares are A = 22%, B

= 49%,

and C

= 29%,

we

can calculate the probable share of the total market likely to
be had by each dairy on August 1.
how we reach this share

The following equation shew s

19

A

(BOO

.070

.083

B

.100

.900

.067

c

.100

.030

.850

August 1

July 1

Transition probabilities

x

( .234

(22
)
.49

=

.483
.283

.29

Thus we see that we must use matrix multiplication to accomplish
this task.
The probable market share on September 1 can be calculated
by squarin[!; the matrix of transition probabilities and multiplying
by the July 1 market shares:
.800

.070

.083

.100

.900

.067

.100

.030

.085

2

.244 )

.22

x

=

.49

.478
.278

.29

Following this pattern, to obtain the market shares after three
periods we would have:
/ .800

.070

.083 \

.100

.900

.067 )

.100

.030

.085

3

x(:: )

=

October 1 shares

.29

This will work for any time period.

Thus to find the share of

the market obtained b? each dairy after n ::periods, we \vQuld have:

•

.800

.070

.083

.100

.900

.067

.100

.030

.085

11.

x

(22
.49
.29

20

Often comp'uters are used to perform the calcuJattons.

Thus we

see that f,:arkov chains can be used in the modern business world.
Recall that in the be.n:inning of our example, we agreed
that no new customers would join the market and no old customers
woulrt leave.

We know thie is seldom the case.

In these instances

our Elatrix of transi timl -orobahili ties Vl01.11d not be stable and
adjustments vvould have to be made in our calculations.

The

Markov chain would still be a very important tool in computing
future profits even in this case, for the actual process would
be the same. 14
We have briefly skimmed the surface of the area of
Probabili ty dealing wi th }';arkov chains.

As we see from our

example, a basic knowledge of matrix multiplicatton and the arts
of computation are necessary to make our I\'arkov chain workable.
This topic is so extensive that many books have been
written on it in great thoroughness.

This pafler is merely an

introduction to the topic stating SOIne of the more bastc definitions
and theorerls.
could

h::~ve

The fi::J.81 illustrcltion is only one of m8J1Y which

been used to show the uE'efulness of

fields other than pure mathematics.
•

l\~arkov

chains in

More information is available

and if desired can be obtained from any of the books listed in
the bibliography •

•

l~evin and Kirkpatrick, Quantitative Approaches to
Eana,g;ement (ItlcGraw-Eill, 1965), p. 330.
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